Perfect Cable Coaching

Skirting systems guide

“Enabling all
conceivable options
for any wired
modernisation.”

One thing today, tomorrow another … Life is constantly changing,
particularly family life. The arrival of children triggers a fundamental
change in needs and requirements. As they grow, they develop their
own ideas of how they want to live. And when they leave home, a
whole new range of possibilities emerges. But through all this changes,
one constant remains: electronics are an ever-increasing aspect of our
homes, so all sorts of sockets and connections are required, and in
exactly the right place. The demands of electrical installations have
increased enormously in recent years – and are continuing to grow.
A powerful and flexible supply of power and data is essential for
home comfort and security – both in living rooms and in home offices.
With GGK skirting systems you can upgrade and expand the existing
electrical installations at any time, without major structural outlay, and
without dirt and noise.
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Freedom for electrical installation! GGK is your partner when it
comes to modifications in electrical installations. Our skirting systems
supply power and data to exactly the right location – and with maximum security. As the manufacturer, we work with electrical installers
to develop new solutions. Whether new users, new requirements, new
styles or new colours; whether sockets, switches, data sockets or TV
connections: our modular solutions can be easily adapted to suit new
living situations at any time. The systems are designed to allow flexible
and convenient installation in homes.
We also value accessibility: all systems eliminate tripping hazards and
are ergonomic. And because we are always thinking ahead, we only use
durable and sustainable materials. Ensuring you feel comfortable at
home – today and tomorrow.

Prepared for everything with GGK.
The future is on the horizon!

“Adapt to your life.
Adopt your solution.
Improve your
comfort.”
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4D E-skirting system.
For smart living areas.
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“Bring power
anywhere.”

New system, new possibilities! The new 4D E-skirting systems
offer many attractive options for installing power and data cables. Both
attractive and functional, a standardised system is now available for
skirtings, corners and wall strips. So cables can be flexibly installed
horizontally and vertically around the entire room. Available in two
designs with a height of 80 mm, the skirting can be seamlessly
integrated into various interiors.
The 4D E-skirting is characterised by its minimalist, square profile – the
perfect choice for purist-modern interior design styles. With its rounded
profile, the 4D E-skirting “Belle epoque”s name speaks for itself: it
complements stucco, ornamental borders, etc. in vintage or neo design
homes.
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Skirting system.
Slim with potential!

SOCKELLEIST
- emotionales Bild
- Intro for Thema

Maximum flexibility, minimum effort: the elegant SL skirting
system is the flexible solution for complete domestic installation of
electrical, communication and data cables. The practical product takes
all matters of design, flexibility, sustainability and easy-installation into
account. With the SL skirting system you can reduce the effort, dirt and
noise of installation to a minimum. The innovative and sophisticated
product will convince all those paying attention to the overall cost of
conventional solutions.
The SL skirting system is available in heights of 50 mm and 70 mm, in
five colours (white, cream white, brown, grey, beige) and in two decorative finishes (beech, aluminium). The standard model is equipped
with a sealing lip for offsetting wall and floor irregularities. In the SLT
model, the skirting features a floor filling border to neatly edge carpets
or laminate flooring.
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TEN-KANAL

“Colour your life!
Colour your
skirtings!”
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As true specialists we offer our partners extensive know-how
for professional, proactive and functional electrical installation –
including our comprehensive modular system for individual on-site
solutions, pre-finished assemblies that are ready-to-connect/install,
active support, and professional merchandising in marketing our systems.
Our partners benefit from long-term solutions and systems that are
optimally attuned to changing requirements. Thus GGK systems are the
first choice among architects and planners, electronics wholesalers and
electrical trades. With our surface-mounted solutions, you can easily
install power and data cables in domestic buildings, exactly where
you need them.

4D E-skirting “Belle epoque”: with its rounded profile, this model is
reminiscent of classic skirtings and complements stucco, ornamental
borders and other decorative features of period homes. Unique on the
market!
4D E-skirting: with its linear, minimalist profile the 4D E-skirting is the
perfect choice for purist-modern interior design styles.
SL skirting with sealing lip: elegant skirting with rounded profile
edge and sealing lip to offset floor and wall irregularities.
SL/T skirting with flooring border: the profile covers the “floor/
wall” transition and combines the advantages of a skirting with
attractive edging (carpet, laminate).

“Belle epoque”:
a classic modernity.
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A solution for each of us:
Because we built it with you.
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Overview M45 devices
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Selection guide for 4D E-skirting „Belle epoque“
Size 20x80 in white

Simply select:
1

The required skirting*

2

The required accessories

3

The freely positionable device mounting

New comfort in classic style. With the unique 4D E-skirting “Belle
epoque” you can easily upgrade and extend electrical installations –
whilst preserving the classic appearance of your building. As the cables
are simply routed through the skirting – and remain concealed.
The 4D E-skirting “Belle epoque” offers various mounting options for
optimal adjustment to the fabric of the building. We also offer an
extensive range of accessories.

* Always consider capacity reserves for possible subsequent installations!

1

Which cables do you want to install and how many?
1.1 4D E-skirting „Belle epoque“ with mounting holes in base
comprising a base with two rows of mounting holes and three separate compartments for cable routing/separation,
as well as a complete cover that clicks onto the base.

* Fill level = 50 %

Designation
Max. Cable

Order no.
Type

Contents
Diameter

4D 20x80-2000 with mounting holes in base
Up to 6*
Up to 5*
Up to 4*

114001
CAT 7
NYM-J 3x1,5
NYM-J 5x1,5

28 metres
(Ø 8,0 mm)
(Ø 9,1 mm)
(Ø 10,8 mm)

1.2 4D E-skirting „Belle epoque“ without mounting holes in base
comprising a base with three separate compartments for cable routing/separation, as well as a complete cover that
clicks onto the base.
Designation

Order no.

Contents

4D 20x80-2000 with adhesive foam tape

114002

20 metres

4D 20x80-2000 to be glued

114005

28 metres

Mounting features of the base. There are 3 ways to install the base on the wall: 1. With mounting holes in the base. Additional grooves on the
base help you drill additional mounting points for optimum installation of the base. 2. With adhesive foam tapes (two strips).
3. Ready to glue: without mounting holes in base and without foam adhesive tape.

With mounting holes in the base.
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With adhesive foam tape.

Without mounting holes for adhesion.

2.1
Inner
corner
2.2
End piece
(left)

2.3
Junction

2.4
Outer
corner

1.
Skirting
2.5
End piece
(right)
Example 4D E-skirting „Belle epoque“

Which corners are you installing and how many ends are you covering?
2.1 Inner corner „Belle epoque“
for corner, cable-securing base with locking
cover and joint marker for corner branch.

2.4 Outer corner „Belle epoque“
for wall spurs, cable-securing base with
locking cover.

Designation

Order no.

Contents

Designation

Order no.

Contents

4D 20x80-IE

114101

1 pc

4D 20x80-AE

114102

1 pc

2.2 End piece (left) „Belle epoque“
for neatly completing the skirting ends,
for screwing together.

2.5 End piece (right) „Belle epoque“
for neatly completing the skirting ends,
for screwing together.

Designation

Order no.

Contents

Designation

Order no.

Contents

4D 20x80-ES

114103

4 pc

4D 20x80-ES

114104

4 pc

2.3 Junction „Belle epoque“
masks the joint between two covers as an
overlapping moulded part.

Subject to technical changes

Designation

Order no.

Contents

4D 20x80-SK

114105

4 pc

The flush mounted
accessories are
almost invisible.
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4D E-skirting „Belle epoque“

2

Selection guide for 4D E-skirting „Belle epoque“
Size 20x80 in white

Simply select:
1

The required skirting*

2

The required accessories

3

The freely positionable device mounting

Freedom for electrical installation also means: devices can also be
freely positioned on the wall surface with the help of T-junctions. They
are connected to standard installation trunkings from the GGK range.
Appliance boxes are available in single and triple models. The triple appliance box can also be mounted vertically. GGK offers a range of compact M45 devices for installation in the appliance box – an overview is
available on pages 20/21.

* Always consider capacity reserves for possible subsequent installations!

3

A. How many devices would you like to install on the wall?
3.1 T-junction for trunkings
enables vertical derivation on the wall.

3.4 Installation trunking Mini/LFG
comprising a complete cover and base with
mounting holes.

Designation

Contents

Designation

Order no.

Contents

4D 20x80-T 10x20L 114106

1 pc

Mini 10x20L

12417

144 metres

4D 20x80-T 10x30L 114107

1 pc

Mini 10x30L

11514

110 metres

4D 20x80-T 15x15

114108

1 pc

LFG 15x15

14111

80 metres

4D 20x80-T 15x30

114109

1 pc

LFG 15x30

11026

72 metres

Order no.

3.2 Appliance box (single) for Mini/LFG
with feed in cover for the installation
trunking, for one M45 device.
Designation

Order no.

Contents

Mini 10x20L-D1

16711

1 pc

Mini 10x30L-D1

16712

1 pc

LFG 15x15-D1

16713

1 pc

LFG 15x30-D1

16714

1 pc

3.3 Appliance box (triple) for Mini/LFG
with feed in cover for installation trunking,
for three M45 devices.
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Designation

Order no.

Contents

Mini 10x20L-D3

16715

1 pc

Mini 10x30L-D3

16716

1 pc

LFG 15x15-D3

16717

1 pc

LFG 15x30-D3

16718

1 pc

Vertical installation. Connect everywhere thanks to our accessories.
The M45 adapters can be detached from the skirting, allowing free
positioning of the device on the walls surface. Standard installation
trunkings from the GGK range can be used.

3.2
Appliance
box (single)
for Mini/LFG
3.3
Appliance
box (triple)
for Mini/LFG

3.4
Installation
trunking
Mini/LFG

3.6
Appliance
box (triple)

3.7
Socket
„Plug & Play“

3.8
VerticalAppliance box
(triple)

3.1
T-junction

3.5
Appliance
box (single)

Example 4D E-skirting „Belle epoque“

B. How many devices would you like to install directly on the skirting?
3.5 Appliance box (single)
„Belle epoque“
with skirting mask, for one M45 device.

3.8 Vertical-Appliance box (triple)
„Belle epoque“
with skirting mask, for three M45 devices.

Designation

Order no.

Contents

Designation

Order no.

Contents

4D 20x80-D1

114301

1 pc

4D 20x80-D3

114302

1 pc

3.6 Appliance box (triple)
„Belle epoque“
with skirting mask, for three M45 devices.
Designation

Order no.

Contents

4D 20x80-D3

114303

1 pc

4D E-skirting „Belle epoque“

3

No space for
horizontal installation?
Then install it
vertically! Unique on
the market!

3.7 Socket (triple)
„Plug & Play“, „Belle epoque“
ready to plug-in and pre-wired with a cable
length of 5 m, combined with the flat plug for
the flush-mounted socket.

Subject to technical changes

Designation

Order no.

Contents

4D 20x80-D3

114304

1 pc
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Selection guide for 4D E-skirting
Size 20x80 in white

Simply select:
1

The required skirting*

2

The required accessories

3

The freely positionable device mounting

Simple, attractive and adjustable at any time. The 4D E-skirting is
designed for routing state-of-the-art, electrical cables for sockets,
switches, network connections, TV ports and much more. The slimline
design of the duct ensures an elegant appearance.
The 4D E-skirting offers various mounting options for optimal
adjustment to the fabric of the building. We also offer an extensive
range of accessories.

* Always consider capacity reserves for possible subsequent installations!

1

Which cables do you want to install and how many?
1.1 4D E-skirting with mounting holes in base
comprising a base with two rows of mounting holes and three separate compartments for cable routing/separation,
as well as a complete cover that clicks onto the base.

* Fill level = 50 %

Designation
Max. Cable

Order no.
Type

Contents
Diameter

4D 20x80-2000 with mounting holes in base
Up to 6*
Up to 5*
Up to 4*

114003
CAT 7
NYM-J 3x1,5
NYM-J 5x1,5

28 metres
(Ø 8,0 mm)
(Ø 9,1 mm)
(Ø 10,8 mm)

1.2 4D E-skirting without mounting holes in base
comprising an adhesive base with three separate compartments for cable routing/separation, as well as a complete
cover that clicks onto the base.
Designation

Order no.

Contents

4D 20x80-2000 with adhesive foam tape

114004

20 metres

4D 20x80-2000 to be glued

114006

28 metres

Easy installation, suitable for wet areas. The installation of the
skirting is extremely easy: simply mount bottom cover plate on the
support, insert cables and then click the cover into place. The raised
edge holds the cable in place during installation. Three separate
compartments allow neat and tidy cable routing. The distance from the
floor to the first cable routing compartment is 11 mm. Thus the
skirting complies with DIN EN 50085-2-1 as regards minimum floor
clearance. Therefore it is also suitable for areas that are wet-cleaned.
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2.1
Inner
corner
2.2
End piece
(left)

2.3
Junction

2.4
Outer
corner

1.
Skirting
2.5
End piece
(right)

Example 4D E-skirting

Which corners are you installing and how many ends are you covering?
2.1 Inner corner for 4D E-skirting
for corner, cable-securing base with locking
cover and joint marker for corner branch.

2.4 Outer corner for 4D E-skirting
for wall spurs, cable-securing base with
locking cover.

Designation

Order no.

Contents

Designation

Order no.

Contents

4D 20x80-IE

114111

1 pc

4D 20x80-AE

114112

1 pc

2.2 End piece (left) for 4D E-skirting
for neatly completing the skirting ends,
for screwing together.

2.5 End piece (right) for 4D E-skirting
for neatly completing the skirting ends,
for screwing together.

Designation

Order no.

Contents

Designation

Order no.

Contents

4D 20x80-ES

114113

4 pc

4D 20x80-ES

114114

4 pc

2.3 Junction for 4D E-skirting
masks the joint between two covers as an
overlapping moulded part.

Subject to technical changes

Designation

Order no.

Contents

4D 20x80-SK

114115

4 pc

The Junction can
compensate for a
cover length
tolerance of up to
9 mm.
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4D E-skirting

2

Selection guide for 4D E-skirting
Size 20x80 in white

Simply select:
1

The required skirting*

2

The required accessories

3

The freely positionable device mounting

Freedom for electrical installation also means: Devices can also
be freely positioned on the wall surface with the help of T-junctions.
They are connected to standard installation trunkings from the GGK
range.
Appliance boxes are available in single and triple models. The triple
appliance box can also be mounted vertically. GGK offers a range of
compact M45 devices for installation in the appliance boxes –
an overview is available on pages 20/21.

* Always consider capacity reserves for possible subsequent installations!

3

A. How many devices would you like to install on the wall?
3.1 T-junction for trunking
enables vertical cable routing on the wall as
an overlapping moulded part.

3.4 Installation trunking Mini/LFG
compatible with the T-junction.

Designation

Contents

Designation

Order no.

Contents

4D 20x80-T 10x20L 114116

1 pc

Mini 10x20L

12417

144 metres

4D 20x80-T 10x30L 114117

1 pc

Mini 10x30L

11514

110 metres

4D 20x80-T 15x15

114118

1 pc

LFG 15x15

14111

80 metres

4D 20x80-T 15x30

114119

1 pc

LFG 15x30

11026

72 metres

Order no.

3.2 Appliance box (single) for Mini/LFG
with feed in cover for the installation
trunking, for one M45 device.
Designation

Order no.

Contents

Mini 10x20L-D1

16711

1 pc

Mini 10x30L-D1

16712

1 pc

LFG 15x15-D1

16713

1 pc

LFG 15x30-D1

16714

1 pc

3.3 Appliance box (triple) for Mini/LFG
with feed in cover for installation trunking,
for three M45 devices.
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Designation

Order no.

Contents

Mini 10x20L-D3

16715

1 pc

Mini 10x30L-D3

16716

1 pc

LFG 15x15-D3

16717

1 pc

LFG 15x30-D3

16718

1 pc

Inner corner as connector. The inner corner also serves as a connector
to an installation trunking LFG 15x15 to route a cable vertically in the
corner of the room. Installation information: the inner corner has a
cutting mark in the cover for the vertical corner branch.

3.2
Appliance
box (single)
for Mini/LFG
3.3
Appliance
box (triple)
for Mini/LFG

3.4
Installation
trunking
Mini/LFG

3.6
Appliance
box (triple)

3.1
T-junction

3.7
Socket
„Plug & Play“

3.5
Appliance
box (single)

3.8
VerticalAppliance
box (triple)

Example 4D E-skirting

3

B. How many devices would you like to install directly on the skirting?
3.5 Appliance box (single)
for 4D E-skirting
with skirting mask, for one M45 device.

3.8 Vertical-Appliance box (triple)
for 4D E-skirting
with skirting mask, for three M45 devices.

Designation

Order no.

Contents

Designation

Order no.

Contents

4D 20x80-D1

114305

1 pc

4D 20x80-D3

114306

1 pc

Designation

Order no.

Contents

4D 20x80-D3

114307

1 pc

3.7 Socket (triple)
„Plug & Play“ for 4D E-skirting
ready to plug-in and pre-wired with a cable
length of 5 m, combined with the flat plug for
the flush-mounted socket.

Subject to technical changes

Designation

Order no.

Contents

4D 20x80-D3

114308

1 pc

4D E-skirting

3.6 Appliance box (triple)
for 4D E-skirting
with skirting mask, for three M45 devices.

The triple socket
“Plug & Play”:
position, plug-in,
switch-on!
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Selection guide for skirting with sealing lip
From sizes 20x50 to 20x70 in white

Simply select:
1

The required skirting*

2

The required accessories

3

The freely positionable device mounting

Slim board, lots behind it! The elegant SL skirting system is the
flexible solution for complete installation of electrical, communication
and data cables in the home. The practical product takes all matters of
design, flexibility, sustainability and easy-installation into account. The
standard model is equipped with colour-matched flexible sealing lips
for masking wall and floor irregularities. The base has mounting holes
for easy installation. An extensive range of accessories is also available.

* Always consider capacity reserves for possible subsequent installations!

1

Which cables do you want to install and how many?
1.1 Skirting 20x50 with sealing lip
comprising a base with two rows of mounting holes, two separate compartments for cable routing/separation, as well as a
complete cover with flexible sealing lips to the floor and wall.

* Fill level = 50 %

Designation
Max. Cable

Order no.
Type

Contents
Diameter

SL 20x50
Up to 3*
Up to 2*
1*

112454
CAT 7
NYM-J 3x1,5
NYM-J 5x1,5

32 metres
(Ø 8,0 mm)
(Ø 9,1 mm)
(Ø 10,8 mm)

1.2 Skirting 20x70 with sealing lip
comprising a base with two rows of mounting holes, three separate compartments for cable routing/separation, as well as a
complete cover with flexible sealing lips for floor and wall.

* Fill level = 50 %

Designation
Max. Cable

Order no.
Type

Contents
Diameter

SL 20x70
Up to 4*
Up to 3*
Up to 2*

112430
CAT 7
NYM-J 3x1,5
NYM-J 5x1,5

24 metres
(Ø 8,0 mm)
(Ø 9,1 mm)
(Ø 10,8 mm)

The sealing lip masks irregularities up to 1.4 mm, such as woodchip or
textured wallpaper and sunken floor coverings. No wall or floor joints
are visible.
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2.1
Inner
corner
2.2
End piece
(left)

1.
Skirting

2.4
Outer
corner

2.6
Flat angle

2.5
End piece
(right)

2.3
Junction

Example skirting system with sealing lip

Which corners are you installing and how many ends are you covering?

Subject to technical changes

2.1 Inner corner for skirting
for corner bypasses; the moulded section
masks both edges of the cover.

2.4 Outer corner for skirting
for wall spurs; the moulded section masks
both edges of the cover.

Designation

Order no.

Contents

Designation

Order no.

Contents

SL 20x50-IE

114915

4 pc

SL 20x50-AE

114920

2 pc

SL 20x70-IE

111961

4 pc

SL 20x70-AE

111962

2 pc

2.2 End piece (left) for skirting
for neatly finishing the ends, to be attached.

2.5 End piece (right) for skirting
for neatly finishing the ends, to be attached.

Designation

Order no.

Contents

Designation

Order no.

Contents

SL 20x50-ES

114925

10 pc

SL 20x50-ES

114930

10 pc

SL 20x70-ES

111963

10 pc

SL 20x70-ES

111964

10 pc

2.3 Junction for skirting
masks the joint between two covers as an
overlapping moulded part.

2.6 Flat angle for skirting
for a 90°discharge with the installation
trunking Mini 15x50 (order no. 11530).

Designation

Order no.

Contents

Designation

Order no.

Contents

SL 20x50-KP

114946

10 pc

SL 20x50-FW

14091

1 pair

SL 20x70-KP

111957

10 pc

SL 20x70-FW

14096

1 pair
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Skirting with sealing lip

2

Selection guide for skirting with sealing lip
From sizes 20x50 to 20x70 in white

Simply select:
1

The required skirting*

2

The required accessories

3

The freely positionable device mounting

Everything is possible! Several appliance boxes are available for
mounting devices directly on the skirting, depending on installation
requirements. The appliance boxes can be used for both profile heights
(50 mm and 70 mm) with the help of the levelling piece. The appliance
boxes for the M45 devices (single and double) are universal and can be
combined with all M45 devices. An extensive selection of devices is
available on page 20/21.

* Always consider capacity reserves for possible subsequent installations!

3

How many devices would you like to install directly on the skirting?
3.1 Appliance box for 80 mm surface
switch
single, universal use with 80 mm standard
devices, with adapter for height levelling.

3.4 Appliance box (single)
individually equipped with a compact M45
device.

Designation

Order no.

Contents

Designation

Order no.

Contents

SL-GT-1 (empty)

11967

1 pc

SL 20x50-Box-1

24188

1 pc

SL 20x70-Box-1

24187

1 pc

3.2 Appliance box for data technology
single, with round and square central disc for
the use of data outlets, with adapter for
height levelling.
Designation

Order no.

Contents

SL-GT-1 ZS

11968

1 pc

3.3 Pre-wired socket (double)
double socket, with child-proof lock.
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Designation

Order no.

Contents

SL-GT (duo)

11960

1 pc

The appliance boxes
are compatible with
50 mm and 70 mm
skirtings.

3.2
Appliance box
for data
technology

3.3
Pre-wired
socket
(double)

3.4
Appliance
box (single)

3.1
Appliance box
for 80 mm
devices
Example skirting system with sealing lip

Colours & finishes The SL skirting system is available in five colours (white, cream white, stone grey, brown and beige), as well as two decorative
finishes (beech and aluminium) to suit interior design and personal taste. The SL/T skirting system is available in five colours (white, cream white,
stone grey, brown and beige).

White

Cream white

Brown (by request)

Stone grey (by request)

Skirting with sealing lip

Colours

Beige (by request)

Finishes

Beech

Subject to technical changes

Aluminium
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Selection guide for skirting with flooring border
From sizes 20x50 to 20x70 in white

Simply select:
1

The required skirting*

2

The required accessories

3

The freely positionable device mounting

Clear edges on all floors! The SL/T skirting system with flooring
border can be installed in carpeted rooms to create an aesthetic transition between floor and wall. It can also be used on other floors, such as
laminate: instead of a carpet border, simply insert a strip of laminate –
and the look is complete. At first glance there is no indication that an
electrical installation, which can be extended at any time, is concealed
behind.

* Always consider capacity reserves for possible subsequent installations!

1

Which cables do you want to install and how many?
1.1 Skirting with flooring border 20x50
comprising a base with two rows of mounting holes and two separate compartments for cable routing/separation, a flexible
sealing lip for floor and wall, and a pre-formed profile edge for inserting a floor covering.

* Fill level = 50 %

Designation
Max. Cable

Order no.
Type

Contents
Diameter

SL/T 20x50
Up to 4*
Up to 3*
Up to 2*

112482
CAT 7
NYM-J 3x1,5
NYM-J 5x1,5

32 metres
(Ø 8,0 mm)
(Ø 9,1 mm)
(Ø 10,8 mm)

1.2 Skirting with flooring border 20x70
comprising a base with two rows of mounting holes, two separate compartments for cable routing/separation, a flexible
sealing lip for walls and a pre-formed profile edge for inserting a floor covering.

* Fill level = 50 %

Designation
Max. Cable

Order no.
Type

Contents
Diameter

SL/T 20x70
Up to 5*
Up to 4*
Up to 3*

112438
CAT 7
NYM-J 3x1,5
NYM-J 5x1,5

24 metres
(Ø 8,0 mm)
(Ø 9,1 mm)
(Ø 10,8 mm)

The flooring border. Attractive transition between floor and wall –
plus elegant and flexible cable routing. The coloured flexible connection
lip allows a clean wall joint.
A width of approx. 45 mm can be inserted with the SL/T 20x50 skirting
and a width of approx. 65 mm with the SL/T 20x70. Material thickness
of up to 4 mm is also compliant with rigid flooring such as laminate; a
larger material thickness is possible for flexible flooring such as carpet.
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3.3
Pre-wired
socket
(double)

3.1
Appliance box
for 80 mm
devices

2.2
End piece
(right)

2.1
End piece
(left)

1.
Skirting

3.4
Appliance box
(single)

3.2
Appliance
box for data
technology
Example skirting system with flooring border
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How many ends are you covering?
2.1 End piece (left) for skirting
for neatly finishing ends, to be attached.

2.2 End piece (right) for skirting
for neatly finishing ends, to be attached.

Designation

Order no.

Contents

Designation

Order no.

Contents

SL/T 20x50-ES

114935

10 pc

SL/T 20x50-ES

114940

10 pc

SL/T 20x70-ES

111965

10 pc

SL/T 20x70-ES

111966

10 pc

How many devices would you like to install directly on the skirting?

Subject to technical changes

3.1 Appliance box for 80 mm devices
single, universal use with 80 mm standard
surface devices, with adapter for height levelling.

3.3 Pre-wired socket (double)
double socket, with child-proof lock.

Designation

Order no.

Contents

Designation

Order no.

Contents

SL-GT-1 (empty)

11967

1 pc

SL-GT (duo)

11960

1 pc

3.2 Appliance box for data technology
single, with round and square central disc for
the use of data outlets, with adapter for
height levelling.

3.4 Appliance box (single)
individually equipped with a compact M45
device.

Designation

Order no.

Contents

Designation

Order no.

Contents

SL-GT-1 ZS

11968

1 pc

SL 20x50-Box-1

24188

1 pc

SL 20x70-Box-1

24187

1 pc
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Skirting with flooring border

2

Overview M45 devices
Square, practical, click!

New flexibility. The M45 device system is a clear and simple modular
design. Switches, plug sockets and other devices can be simply clicked
into the appliance boxes.

How many socket outlets and data sockets do you want to install?
Socket outlet (single)
with plug terminals, 2-pin, 16A/250V~, enhanced
touch protection (DIN 0620).

Data communication connection box
45x45 mm, 1 port unfitted, suitable for one
RJ45 connector.

Model

Order no.

Contents

Model

Order no.

Contents

0°

6960

1 pc

1 RJ45

6630

1 pc

33° angle

6964

1 pc

Socket outlet (double)
with plug terminals, 2-pin, 16A/250V~,
enhanced touch protection (DIN 0620).

Data communication connection box
45x45 mm, 2 ports unfitted, suitable for two
RJ45 connectors.

Model

Order no.

Contents

Model

Order no.

Contents

0°

6948

1 pc

2 RJ45

6631

1 pc

33° angle

6944

1 pc

Socket outlet (triple)
with plug terminals, 2-pin, 16A/250V~,
enhanced touch protection (DIN 0620).
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Model

Order no.

Contents

0°

6940

1 pc

33° angle

6936

1 pc

Faster is better. Whether for
initial installation or subsequent
changes: time is money. The simple
click-assembly allows extremely
fast device installation.

Switch
45x45 mm, with screwless connections
10A/250V~, incl. rockers.

HDMI connection unit
45x45 mm, for the connection and transmission
of audio and video signals; connector type A.

Model

Order no.

Contents

Model

Order no.

Contents

Exchanger

6769

1 pc

HDMI

16837

1 pc

Antenna socket
45x45 mm, for receiving cable and satellite
signals TV+Radio+SAT, 3hole socket,
TV: 568/120862 MHz, FM: 87.5108 MHz.

USB charging socket
45x45 mm, allows the charging of a mobile
device (smartphone, tablet), with plug terminals.

Model

Order no.

Contents

Model

Order no.

Contents

Single socket

6796

1 pc

USB

16827

1 pc

Movement detector
45x45 mm, passive infrared motion sensor,
detection range: 120°, max. Detection range:
6 m to the side and 8 m to the front,
off-delay: 10 s to 10 min.
Model

Order no.

Contents

Movement sensor

16853

1 pc

Today we need
devices that do far
more than simply
supply power.
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M45 devices

Which multimedia ports would you like to install?

“Amaze your
customers with the
GGK Cable
Coaching app.”
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GGK Cable Coaching –
App for iPhone and iPad pro.
Truly inspiring!

Visualise!
Design with instant results: With the help of augmented
reality for a virtual experience.

Prepare to be inspired!
Successful installation examples – example solutions with
the 4D E-skirting system from GGK.

Configure!
With the four-step questionnaire for determining personal
requirements.

Foresee the future. The Cable Coaching app from GGK is inspiring
and uses new augmented reality technology, with Apple offers for
iPhone and iPad pro (from iOS 11). With the app you can visualise on
the display how the modules of the 4D E-skirting system will work in
your home – and even create photos.
Simply download free from the App Store, and begin: retrieve, position
and scale the required components of the 4D E-skirting system – until it
looks exactly as you imagine. You can even move around the room and
view the modules from different angles. Images of real installations are
available for anyone looking for inspiration.

You can determine your requirements using a questionnaire:
· Which room is to be configured?
· Which type of skirting should be installed?
· Which accessories are required for installation?
· How many devices should be positioned, and where?
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Service.
GGK makes the difference.

Made in Germany
GGK GmbH & Co. KG
Gerhard-Grün-Straße 1 · D-35753 Greifenstein-Beilstein
Tel: +49 (0) 27 79. 91 5-0 · Fax: +49 (0) 27 79. 91 5-122
www.ggk-online.com · export@ggk-online.com

h & h design GmbH, www.hhbrand.de

“GGK is delighted to
have a satisfied and
loyal customer base
that dates back over
30 years.”

© GGK GmbH & Co. KG Subject to changes 07.2018

Install today, for tomorrow! Developing and offering systems that
meet tomorrow’s requirements: that is the promise of GGK. How can our
solutions for future-proof cable management be more functional, more
efficient, more attractive – in short: cleverer? We dedicate our passion
and expertise to this question – and with a direct line to those who
plan or design installation solutions. As specialists we offer our
partners practical solutions for professional, proactive and functional
electrical installations.

